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1.0

Introduction

In order to respond to a notification of a major incident, or a surge/capacity incident
the Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) provide On Call arrangements 365 days
a year, 24/7.
2.0

Scope

This policy applies to all Directors and Senior Manager of the CCGs who participate
in the On Call Rota.
Within this document and the wider health economy these arrangements are known
as the ‘CCG Director on Call’ (regardless of job role/banding).
3.0

Information and On Call Arrangements

This policy addresses on call issues relating to the CCGs.
The CCG On Call Director rota will operate from 0900 hours every Monday to 0900
hours the following Monday. The CCG On Call Director is on call for this entire
period, including normal office hours (0900 - 1700 Monday to Friday).
A separate rota will be designed for the Christmas and New Year period.
The CCG On Call Director will always be the first point of contact for notification.
During office hours the CCG On Call Director has the ability to call on the CCG Chief
Operating Officer (COO), if available, or the CCG Commissioning Team to provide
assistance.
An on-call rota will be devised annually in advance by the Emergency Planning
Officer (EPO). When planning the rota the EPO will take into account any cultural
and personal factors wherever possible, for example, maternity leave and religious
observance e.g. Ramadan.
Where a Director is unable to fulfil their on call commitments after the rota has been
finalised, it is the responsibility of that Director to arrange an appropriate replacement
(who should be another Director on the rota), and notify the EPO of the changes at
the earliest opportunity.
Access to a drop box account will be provided to the On Call Director which will
contain up to date contact numbers, action cards, log sheets, a list of trained Loggists
a copy of this guide and other on call documentation.
With the exception of Directors in West Essex CCG, each individual Director has
been issued with a pager that must be switched on and carried with them at all times
when they are on call. In West Essex CCG the Directors will be issued with a pager
from a pool of pagers. The West Essex CCG On Call Director must collect a pager
on or before their period of being on call commences. The pager must be returned at
the end of the on call period.
Each individual Director will also be issued with a personal log on to the Capacity and
Activity Management System (CAMS), which allows them to see the current status of
all local acute trusts and community providers.
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On Call Directors should ensure that the incoming On Call Director on the rota is
ready to take over before stepping down and a handover discussion must take place.
There is no restriction about how far away from base you the On Call Director should
be when on call, but they must be aware of the need to possibly attend the local CCG
Incident Coordination Centre.
On Call Directors must respond to the pager message as soon as possible and within
30 minutes. NHS England Local Area Team have all the relevant contact numbers of
the Directors on Call and will use these other numbers if the initial call to the pager
has not been responded to.
On Call Directors should refrain from alcohol and other intoxicating substances while
on call as they may have to travel / drive and speak coherently on the telephone.
In general the CCG On Call Director will be called by the NHS England Essex Area
Team for notification of actual or potential major incidents affecting the Essex area,
bordering areas or the NHS England Region.
In a major incident the CCG On Call Director will perform a supporting role to the
main responding agencies. The responsibilities may be very limited. The CCG On
Call Director may be required to activate the Essex CCG Incident Response Plan
and open the local CCG Incident Coordination Centre.
If mutual aid is required for anything other than internal staffing the NHS England
Essex Area Team have arrangements with providers for this. If the CCG require staff
then contact should be made with a neighbouring CCG.
For a surge/capacity incident at a local acute trust or another community provider,
the call will come directly from the local acute trust, the community provider or the
East of England Ambulance Service (EEAST).
In the event of a surge/capacity incident at a local acute trust, or community provider,
the CCG on Call Director should liaise with the On Call Director, at the hospital or
provider concerned and follow the actions as detailed in the local surge management
plan, liaising with partner agencies as necessary.
During an incident a log must be kept of all actions and decisions taken.
To aid decision making there are tools available to help. One is the mnemonic
STEEPLE (Social, Technological, Economic, Ethical, Political, Legal, Environmental).
Another one is the National Decision Making Model that is contained in the NHS
England Essex Area Team Incident Response Plan.
On receipt of a call the On Call Director must follow the procedure detailed in the On
Call Director Action Card and complete the log sheet, see Appendix A and B.
A log sheet must be completed for every call that is received.
Completed log sheets must be returned to the Emergency Planning Officer as soon
as possible. Email to essexccgincident@nhs.net
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4.0

Role of the CCG in a Major Incident Response

Under the Civil Contingencies Act 2004, CCGs are defined as Category 2
responders, which means they have a duty to cooperate with Category 1 responders
Category 1 Responders are:
Police
Fire
Ambulance
Local Authorities
NHS England
Acute Trusts
Public Health England
The Maritime and Coastguard Agency.
Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) are responsible for the commissioning of
local healthcare services throughout Essex and vital in the planning and response
phase of an incident. NHS England will, in all incidents, liaise closely with local CCG
partners and their commissioned, NHS funded care providers. All providers of NHS
Funded Care are considered Category 1 responders under the act, even though
they are not specifically identified as such.
The CCGs role is contained in the NHS England Essex Area Team Incident
Response Plan, which has been developed jointly between NHS England Essex
Area Team and the CCG Emergency Planning Team.
In responding to an incident, CCGs in partnership with NHS England Essex Local
Area Team will:
co-ordinate the NHS response to a major incident at the appropriate level
provide 24 hour emergency management
support the coordination of community and mental health response
assist acute trusts by supporting accelerated discharge
co-ordinate community hospital bed capacity in liaison with local
community providers, local acute hospitals and any available local bed
management system
assess the effects of an incident on vulnerable care groups, such as
children, dialysis patients, elderly, medically dependent, or physically or
mentally disabled
support with the mass distribution of countermeasures; for example, antiviral’s and antibiotics
provide support, advice and leadership to the local community on health
aspects of an incident, in conjunction with Public Health England
provide psychological and mental health support to staff, patients and
relatives in conjunction with the appropriate provider
proactively communicate information to all healthcare staff and ensure
relevant guidance and advice is available, including private facilities
where appropriate
continue to provide core business services
work with the local authority and community to support the recovery
phase
assess the medium term impact on the community and the health
priorities for the recovery phase
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preserve all plans and documentation used or produced during the
course of the response
prepare a post-incident report for consolidation in the NHS report to be
forwarded to appropriate CCG Boards / Governing Bodies, and other
interested organisations
Liaise with other CCGs as required to assist with the mobilisation of the
NHS locally
5.0

Role of the CCG in a Surge/Capacity Incident

Management Of In Hours Events – 09:00-17:00 Monday to Friday (excluding
Bank Holidays)
In Hours the CCG On Call Director will receive the initial call notifying of a
surge/capacity incident at a local Acute Trust and therefore they must respond
accordingly. The On Call Director will manage the incident, but if they are available
the CCG COO and the CCG Commissioning Team will be available to assist if
needed.. This is between the hours of 0900 and 1700 Monday to Friday (excluding
Bank Holidays).
The most common events that the On Call Director will be requested to manage are
divert requests, 12 hour Decision to Admit (DTA) breaches and Patient Handover
Delays (See Reporting Protocols for (1) Ambulance Divert Requests, (2) Patient
Handover Delays, (3) Patient A&E Waits and (4) A&E (Trolley Breach) Reporting
Flowchart that are all contained within Dropbox).
The CCG On Call Director will brief the CCG COO and the CCG Commissioning
Team of any events that occurred overnight before 0930 the following morning, or the
first available working day after a bank holiday.
The COO (or Commissioning Team on behalf of the COO) will brief the On Call
Director of any daytime events by 1700 that have the potential to run into the evening
/ night. This should be done by phone or email and should contain:
A trust by trust update on current status, actions being taken where the
trust is on amber, red or black and any issues or concerns that have
occurred during the day or overnight.
Where relevant a summary position of neighbouring CCGs
Any other relevant details from the day.
Should the Acute Trust, Community Provider or EEAST contact the CCG COO or
CCG Commissioning Team advising of an incident, they will immediately escalate the
incident to the CCG On Call Director to manage, but they will remain available to
assist if needed.
Management of Out of Hours Events
Out of hours the On Call Director will always respond to the initial call
What to do when you receive a call/pager message from the EEAST:
It should be noted that while EEAST will look to use CAMS data to help manage
pressure it is not the only consideration which will affect where ambulances are
directed. A poor score on CAMS will not automatically result in a redirection.
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The EEAST generally use the following information to determine when to redirect
patients to other Emergency Departments (ED’s):
Number of ambulances queuing; and
The length of time that they have been queuing before they are able to
hand the patient over to the ED.
Actions
The On Call Director needs to establish how many ambulances are queuing and for
how long they have been queuing. If 4 or more ambulances have been queuing for
30 minutes or longer, the EEAST may provide details so a joint decision can be
made if a divert is required. Redirections (4 hours maximum) should be timed to start
at least 30 minutes after the CCG is notified, in order to allow receiving Trusts to be
contacted before redirected patients arrive.
The CCG On Call Director will:
In respect of an immediate redirection (90 mins only) contact the trust
concerned to ascertain underlying reasons for the redirection and what
steps are being undertaken to deliver a sustained solution.
Notify receiving trusts as a matter of priority.
If receiving trusts are outside the CCG area, contact the other CCGs
impacted.
Inform NHS England Essex Local Area Team Director on Call that a
redirection has been agreed
With the EEAST and trust on redirection review the situation on an hourly
basis.
The EEAST will take the decision to cease the redirection, taking views from the
Acute Trust and the CCG On Call Director on board.

Queuing greater than one hour
The EEAST will report all 60 minute patient handover waits to the CCG
and NHS England Essex Local Area Team within one working day of the
incident.
All reported waits must be validated by the CCG On Call Director using
local CCG protocol.
For each validated 60 minute wait a potential Serious Incident (SI) will be
declared for investigation which will be owned by the Acute Trust who will
investigate and report against.
If two or more neighbouring ED’s in the same or neighbouring CCGs
have delays exceeding 1 hour these will be reported to the CCGs by
EEAST.
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The CCG On Call Director will:
Contact the trusts within the CCG experiencing these queues to
understand the situation and the actions being taken to resolve the
situation.
If it is felt that the resolution has not been achieved or is not stable,
consider the need for a conference call. If on a week night this will
generally be held at 0930 the following morning. Ensure the CCG
Commissioning Team are advised by 0900.

On weekends and bank holidays the CCG On Call Director will:
Arrange and conduct the conference call, if it is decided one is required. The CCG,
together with the EEAST and Acute Trust should agree which organisations need to
participate on the conference call the following day, depending on the issue at hand,
and arrange accordingly.
What to do when a call is received from the Acute Trust requesting approval for
an EEAST redirection:
The request made on clinical safety grounds should come from the Trust Medical
Director (in hours) or the ED Consultant on Call (out of hours).
The CCG On Call Director will;
Refer the Trust to the EEAST On Call Gold Doctor to discuss the
clinical safety issues.
Establish that patient safety is at risk – confirmation that the Acute
Trust has obtained agreement from the EEAST Gold Doctor on call is
required.
Establish that the Acute Trust has done everything within their own
power to resolve the situation before requesting the redirection.
CCG On Call Directors may also find it helpful to ask the following
questions to understand the level of pressure to inform decision
making:
o




The Trust should demonstrate the current problem in relation to patient
safety. The main indicators that patient safety is at risk include:
The number of ambulances queuing together with the acuity of the
patients in the ambulances?
Number of patients in Resus?
Is there a clinical need for patients to be in Resus, or is just that there
is no space for them to be moved anywhere else?

o

Is the trust likely to have any 12 hour breaches?

o

Bed availability – what contingency arrangements are there and have
all contingency beds been opened?

CCG On Call Directors are allowed to agree a redirection. It must be time
limited and the maximum duration that can be agreed is four hours. A
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redirection automatically ceases at the end of the agreed period unless the
CCG On Call Director has specifically authorised an extension.
If the redirection is agreed, the CCG On Call Director will:
Notify EEAST Gold of the time and duration and agree the receiving
trusts.
Contact by phone the affected surrounding Trusts including those
inside of London if necessary.
Notify NHS England Essex Local Area Team On Call Director of the
time, duration and remedial actions being taken
Arrange a conference call (after two hours) to review the situation
during the redirection and monitor actions taken to resolve.
Conference calls should include the EEAST, the trust on redirection
and the receiving trusts.
If the redirection is impacting on
neighbouring CCGs, conference calls must include their director on
call. Appropriate primary and community care participation should also
be included.
Notify the EEAST if any extension to the redirection is authorised.
What to do when a call is received from the Acute Trust wanting to close
the ED due to Trust Capacity Issues:
A closure is an extremely significant event – It may be sufficient cause for
NHS England Essex Local Area Team to trigger the implementation of
command and control arrangements.
This request for ED closure should only be made by the Acute Trust Chief
Executive Officer (CEO) personally (or in exceptional circumstances such
as absence their nominated deputy).
The CCG On Call Director will;
Immediately inform the NHS England Essex Local Area Team On Call
Director
The CCG On Call Director needs to ensure the CCG Commissioning Team is
briefed on the situation by 09:00 the following working day. If the following
day is a bank holiday or a weekend, the CCG On Call Director is expected to
participate in the conference call that NHS England Essex Local Area team
will arrange.
What to do when a call is received from NHS England Essex Local Area
Team informing that the local Acute Trust’s emergency department has
been closed due to infrastructure failures:
The Acute Trust will
Have agreed the need for the closure with the NHS England Essex
Local Area Team
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NHS England Essex Local Area team will
Inform NHS Gold and inform Communications for information only.
In hours NHS England Essex Local Area Team will liaise regionally if
required.
Organise conference calls if required
The CCG On Call Director will:
Contact affected surrounding Trusts including those inside of London if
relevant
6.0

Welfare, HR and Payment
On Call Directors do not normally receive on-call payments, unless their
banding dictates that they do.
Arrangements will be made to handover to another Director where a period of
time in excess of 6 hours attendance at an incident has been required.

7.0

Training
All participants in the On Call Director rota will receive on-going training and
specifically prior to undertaking their first on call period. Such training will
include:
Familiarisation of the requirements/actions detailed on ‘On Call
Director Action Card’ and ‘Action Card 17 in the NHS England Essex
Area Team Incident Response Plan’
Competency in assessing and reporting a major incident
Competency in using the incident log (paper and electronic)
Being aware of other teams who provide on call functions (e.g. NHS
Gold Command, Public Health, Communications etc.)
Familiarisation with NHS England Major Incident Plan
Familiarisation with local CCG Business Continuity Policy and Plan
Familiarisation with relevant Health and Safety legislation (especially
in relation to RIDDOR reporting)
Familiarisation with information and data security issues
Participation in live and table top exercises as necessary
CCG Serious Incident Policy
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8.0

Communication
The rota and arrangements for contacting the On Call Director need to be
communicated to stakeholders including other CCGs, NHS England Local
Area Team and Acute Trusts.
The rotas and this policy will communicated to all CCG Directors on the On
Call Rotas via email and copies will be placed in Dropbox.
The contact details for the On Call Director will be advised to stakeholders via
email and letters.

9.0

Monitoring Compliance
The Emergency Planning Manager will be responsible for monitoring
compliance with this policy, to include
Drop Box Account
Debriefs
Development of Rotas
Availability of on call personnel
Completion of Call Log Sheets

10.0

Associated Documentation
This policy is separate from but complementary to:
Serious Untoward Incident Reporting and Management Policy
NHS England Essex Local Area Team Incident Response Plan
Business Continuity Management System suite of documents
Ambulance Divert Policy
Accident and Emergency Waits Reporting Procedure
Reporting Protocols – Patient Handover Delays, Patient A&E Waits
COPE – Combined Operational Procedures for Essex

11.0

Distribution
The policy will be added to the CCG intranet, CCG Drop Box Account and
emailed to individual Directors on the On Call Rota.
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12.0

Version Control Sheet
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APPENDIX A

CCG ON CALL DIRECTOR ACTION CARD
Major Incident Notification
Note all details on the attached ‘Initial Call Record’. Obtain as much information as possible at the time
of the call.
If needed, verify the incident by calling the caller back
If required activate the CCG incident Response Plan and open and resource the local CCG Incident
Coordination Centre.
If there is no requirement to activate the CCG incident Response Plan, remain on standby and carry out
any actions required.
Inform the On Call Directors in the other Essex CCGs and liaise with them for assistance/support as
required/necessary.
If out of hours inform the CCG Emergency Accountable Officer (EAO) as soon as possible of the
situation.
After 4 hours start to consider contacting the On Call Directors in the other CCGs so that one of them
can take over from you If the incident goes on longer than 6 hours.
Inform the Head of Emergency Planning of the incident. Contact details in the EP Directory contained in
Dropbox.
Seek Strategic / Tactical advice from the Head of Emergency Planning.
Keep a log of your actions/decisions (using a decision making tool if needed, e.g. STEEPLE).
At the end of the incident scan and send a copy of your log to the Emergency Planning team on
essexccgincident@nhs.net
OOH Surge/Capacity Notification
Note all details on the attached ‘Initial Call Record’. Obtain as much information as possible at the time
of the call.
During office hours, liaise with the COO and the local Commissioning Team.
Out of Hours, liaise closely with the relevant hospital Director On Call
Follow the relevant Surge/Capacity Escalation plan
Depending on the situation ask for:
All details of the incident and discuss a plan to rectify it
Agree ambulance divert if necessary (refer to Ambulance Divert Policy)
Act as liaison between all necessary parties until resolved
Refer to A&E Waits Reporting Procedures (Decision to Admit)
If the situation continues to escalate, or the agreed actions put in place do not rectify the problem, or the
trust concerned declares an internal major incident then contact the NHS England Essex Area Team.
Contact details in the EP Directory in Dropbox
If needed the Telephone Conference Numbers are contained in the EP Contacts Directory on Dropbox
Keep a log of your actions, and decisions, clearly detailing the rationale for any course of action taken
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CCG On Call Director Initial Call Record
Name of caller
Position
Organisation
Contact No.

Call received

Tel

Fax

Mobile

e-mail

Date

Time

For Information Only/Stand-by

For Action

Nature of Incident

Reason for notification

Location of incident

Current hazards/Casualties

Potential hazards
Hospitals/ other health
services involved
Your Name
Your Job Title
Signature
Log of Action Taken
Include
date and time
When you are
making decision
record the rationale
for the course of
action you have
taken
Include names and
job titles of people
you have spoken to
Lessons/Issues
Please record anything that
you feel we can learn from
to make future incidents
easier to manage, so things
that you feel could have
been done better

Do not destroy this record – scan and send to essexccgincident@nhs.net
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APPENDIX B

INCIDENT LOG SHEET
Date

Time

Discussion/Issue

Action Taken
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Initials

